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ABSTRACT 
An n x n zero-one matrix with constant column sums k is minimal if its 
determinant is &k. A matrix having all line sums equal to k is minimal if its 
determinant f k gcd(n, k). A general method is given for constructing minimal 
matrices using circulants. As a by-product, the interchange distance between a special 
circulant and the set of minimal matrices in its class is determined. Several open 
problems are stated. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
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INTRODUCTION 
Two classes of combinatorial matrices are of special interest in what 
follows. For 1 < k < n, let C(n, k) denote the n X n zero-one matrices with 
constant column sums k and let S(n, k) denote the n X n zero-one matrices 
with both row and column sums equal to k. We shall occasionally refer to 
such matrices as stochastic or doubly stochastic respectively, even when their 
line sums do not equal one. 
If A E C(n, k), then det A = 0 (mod k), since all the rows of A can be 
added to the top row and the common factor removed. If A E S(n, k), then 
det A = 0 (mod k gcd(n, k)). F or, in addition to the step above, one may add 
all columns to the first and remove a common factor equal to the greatest 
common divisor of n and k. These facts prompt the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A matrix in C(n, k) is minimal if its determinant is +k, 
while a matrix in S(n, k) is minimal if its determinant is + k gcd(n, k). 
Newman conjectured that a minimal matrix exists in all S(n, k) for 
l<k<n-1, except for the single class S(4,2) [5]. This conjecture was 
recently proved by Li, Stanford, Olesky, and van den Driessche [4]. 
The existence question settled, we turn our attention to a general method 
of constructing minimal matrices using a special class of circulants, thereby 
verifying a simple algorithm proposed by one of the authors in [2]. This 
construction has a number of interesting algebraic and combinatorial proper- 
ties. Aside from Ryser’s original definitions, very little work has been done on 
the interchange-metric properties of combinatorial matrices [6]. We describe 
an initial result in this direction and list several related questions suggested by 
this research. 
THE GEOMETRIC CIRCULANT 
Let E,, k denote th e circulant of order n whose first row has k consecu- 
tive ones, followed by n - k zeros. Equivalently, if P is the fundamental 
circulant of order n, then E,, k is a geometric sum in P: 
E n.k = I + P + P2 + *** +pk-‘. 
We shall refer to this matrix informally as the geometric circulant. It is of 
primary importance in what follows, and here is a list of its most relevant 
properties. 
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(1) Since the eigenvalues of P are the nth roots of unity, the eigenvalues 
of the geometric circulant are simply geometric sums of these roots. Thus 
det En,k = I-I (l+l+p+***+p)=kX n l-. 
5”=1 J”=l,[#l 1 - 5 
(2) If o is a primitive nth root, the above expression is zero when 
5 = C&d, W2+d, . . . . or CO(~-‘)~/~; here and throughout, d = gcd(n, k). 
Therefore, 
rank E,, k =n-d+l. 
[This expression depends on the fact that E,, k is nondefective, which is an 
immediate consequence of item (3) below.] In particular, if n is coprime to k, 
this matrix has full rank, and its determinant is k, making the geometric 
circulant a minimal matrix in all corresponding classes C(n, k) and S(n, k) 
[5]. For all other classes, a minimal matrix may be constructed from E,, k 
using a series of interchanges, as will be shown. 
(3) Since E,. k is a circulant, it is diagonalized by the Fourier matrix of 
order n: 
1 1 . . . 1 
1 5 . . . “n-1 
1 ,“2 @4 . . . &2(n - 1) 
“3 a6 . . . w3(n - 1) 
1 o”-1 (#p(n-l) . . . @(” - l)(n - 1) 
where w is a primitive nth root of unity [I]. The columns of F, form a 
universal set of eigenvectors for the circulants of order n. 
The following result will be needed in the next section. 
LEMMA 1. Let C be an nth root of unity. Then 
fi (1 - !c”) = (;)d. 
5k#l 
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Proof. Let n’ = n/d, and let w be a primitive nth root of unity. Then 
I-I (1 - 6”) = l,tYI_l (1 - Jk)* 
1+1 
p+1 tfomodn' 
Setting t = n’s + r, we have 
l-j 
?<::$I; 
(1 - &P’S++) = 1c Q,_l(l - d-y, 
r 
since o”“~ = 1 for all d values of s. Moreover, 
l--I (1 - 0P) = n (1 - P/d), 
l<r*n’-I 1*r*n’-1 
where ZJ is a primitive (n/d)th root of unity. Using the factorization 
x n’ - 1 = (x - l)( x”‘-1 + xn’-2 + *** +x + 1) 
5 (r - 1) ,,rr-I_,(r - G’)> 
it follows that 
Jg,_,( x - ii’) = x”‘-l + X”‘-2 + *-- +x + 1. 
But the factors x - 2 are the same as those of x - Grkld, 1 < r < n’ - 1 
(though in a different order), since k/d is coprime to n/d. 
Setting x = 1, we have 
n 
l<r*n'-1 
(1 - (jW) = 5, 
and the result follows. m 
CONSTRUCTING MINIMAL COLUMN STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
A method of constructing a minimal matrix in C(n, k), 1 < k < n - 1, 
will now be described. It begins with the circulant E,, k . If n is coprime to k, 
there is nothing to be done, by item (2) above. Otherwise, a series of d - 1 
one-dimensional interchanges are performed. Such an interchange replaces 
the submatrix 
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or vice versa, thus preserving column sums. If the two elements being 
interchanged lie in column c and rows rl and t-s, the operation is specified 
by the coordinates (c; rl, r2). 
ALGORITHM 1. This algorithm constructs a minimal matrix in C(n, k). 
The result is denoted M,, k. 
(i) If d = 1, set M, k J E, k. Othewise, perform steps (ii) to (iv). 
(ii) If k > n/2, first construct M,, n_k using step (iv). Then set M”,, = 
J - M,,.-kp where J is the all-one matrix. This matrix is minimal by a 
determinantal lemma of Newman’s [5]. 
(iii) If k = n/2, cyclically shift all the columns of E,,, to the left once 
and perform step (iv) on this new matrix. This step ensures that there is 
enough room for the interchanges. 
(iv) If k < n/2, perform the interchanges (j; j, j + k + l), 1 -<j < d - 
ion En,k [orth e co umn 1 shifted form from step (iii)]. 
For example, with parameters n = 9 and k = 3, the algorithm transforms 
the matrix 
E 9.3 = 
into 
M 9,3 = 
'1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
il 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
il 1 1 
Here, the zeros have been suppressed to improve readability. 
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It remains to be shown that ldet M,, kl = k. Since the Fourier matrix is 
unitary, it suffices to show that /det(F, M,, k)l = k. The usual way to approach 
a product such as F,, M, k is to suppose that we’re applying a unitary 
transformation and analyzing the result. For the moment, let us adopt the 
alternative viewpoint that the Fourier matrix is a data structure from which 
useful information is to be extracted. To do this most effectively, we first 
replace M,,, with what is essentially a column equivalent differencing 
matrix, and then reorganize the columns of F,,. 
We begin by noting that since the interchange 
is equivalent to the sum 
column j of M,, k is the corresponding column of E,, k plus a vector inducing 
the interchange, for 1 < j < d. Let V be the column vector 
y= 
[ 




Let (T denote the operation of cyclic downward shift of a column vector by 
one position. Writing 
E n,k = [E,, E,,..., En]> 
then, for k < n/2, 
M n,k = E, + V, E, + UT, . . . , Ed_ 1 + ~7 [ d-e, Ed,..., > -%I* 
(For k = n/2, replace E, by E, and Ei by Ei + 1 for 1 < i < n in the above 
expression to accommodate the column shift.) 
It will be shown indirectly in Theorem 1 that columns d through n of 
are linearly independent, since this submatrix is multiplied by an 
flxL d + 1) X n matrix with orthogonal rows, yielding an (n - d + 1) X 
(n - d + 1) product having full rank. Since the rank of E,, k is n - d + 1 by 
item (2), columns d through n of E,,, span its column space. Therefore, 
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M,,k is column equivalent to the intermediate matrix 
[ V,cris )..., CT d-2v Ed,..., , En]. 
17 
To complete the construction, columns d + 1 through n of this interme- 
diate matrix are modified by subtracting adjacent columns from the right, i.e., 
col, + col, - col,_ i for i = d + 1,. . . , n. Let Z’,,, k denote the resulting 
column equivalent transformation of M,,, k, illustrated below for parameters 
n = 9 and k = 3: 
‘-1 1 -1 \ 





1 1 -1 . 
1 1 -1 
1 
\ 1) 
The final step is to reorganize the columns of F,. Let U,,, k denote the 
matrix obtained by moving the zero eigenvectors of E,,, to the front of the 
Fourier matrix of order n. When d > 1, the zero eigenvectors of E,,, are 
precisely the columns of F,, generated by w”/~, ti2”ld,. . . , and ~(~-i)“/~. 
In other words, if 
then 
U,,, = [Fn,d,F2n,d,...,F~d-l)n,drF0.F~,...,Fn-1]. 
For example, with parameters n = 9 and k = 3 the following matrix is 
obtained: _ 
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Notice that the first d columns of U,,k contain n/d copies of the Fourier 
matrix of order d (up to a constant multiplier and column permutation). 
THEOREM 1. Algorithm 1 yields a minimal matrix in C(n, k) for 
1 Q k < n - 1. That is, (det M,, kl = k. 
Proof. Let d = gcd(n, k). If d = 1, M,,, is minimal by item (2). If 
d > 1, then 
ldet M,,,kl = Idet(U,T,kT,,k)l, 
since U, k is unitary and Tn,k is column equivalent to M,, k. But 
where A is of size (d - 1) X (d - 1) and B is of size (n - d + 1) X (n - 
d + 1). The zero block occurs because the first d - 1 rows of UT_ k are the 
eigenvectors of E,, k. Therefore, 
ldet M,,,( = ldet Adet BI. 
I 
-l+o”/d -1 + &n/d . . . -1 + &-lb/d 
_ “e/d + w2n/d _+/d + w4n/d . . . _&-lb/d + &ad- lb/d 
X _02n/d + @/d _04n/d + 06n/d . . . _&d-I)n/d + W3(d-l)n/d 
\ _&-Wd’+ &-lb/d . . . . . . _w(d-ZXd- 1)n;d + W(d-1)2n/d / 
Adding the first row of AT to the second, this to the third, and so on, it 
follows that AT is equivalent to Cl/ 6X -J + K >, where 
1 “n/d 02n/d . . . W(d-l)n/d 
w2n/d W4n/d . . . &d- l)n/d 
K= . 
\&d-W/d &d-lb/d . . . W(d-l)“n/d 
\ 
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But K is the lower right (d - 1) X (d - 1) submatrix of \/;zF,. Since Fd is 
unitary and the row sums of K are equal to - 1, on adding the last d - 1 
rows of &?F, to its first row, it follows that 
ldet(aFd)l = (a)” = dldet K(. 
Furthermore, 
Idet( - J + K)I = Iddet K( 
by a lemma of Newman’s [S]. Thus, 
(a? 
ldet Al = - 
Vzd-l’ 
Next, we examine the matrix B: 
so that 
det B = J- det 
6 





2 = &u,,&r - k + d + 1: n; d + 1: n), 
in the usual notation describing submatrices, where the symbols in parenthe- 
ses give the range of rows and columns in which the elements he. 
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Q is a matrix of differences, and from each row of this matrix, a factor 
5 k - 1 may be removed. In fact, every factor lk - 1 satisfying f n = 1, 
C # 1, IJ k #r 1 appears exactly once. When these factors are removed, the 
matrix 
H 
( ) Z 
remains. [This is strictly true only for k < n/2. For k = n/2, 
one must column shift this matrix cyclically to the left to take account of step 
(iii) in Algorithm 1.1 Therefore, 
det Q = 
Since U, k , is unitary, the determinant of (l/ G>W equals the determinant 
of 
(The proof of this fact is given in the appendix.) But (l/ 6)W is the Fourier 
matrix of order d, up to constant multiplier, and has determinant <\/;2/ &)d. 
Using Lemma 1, 
Combining these results gives 





d = k, 
CONSTRUCTING MINIMAL DOUBLY STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
A slight modification of Algorithm 1 yields a minimal matrix in S(n, k). 
Two-dimensional interchanges are performed instead of the one-dimensional 
variety. That is, a submatrix 
0 1 
is replaced by 1 o , 
( ) 
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or vice versa, without altering other elements in the matrix, thus preserving 
line sums. If the elements being interchanged lie in columns ci and ca and 
rows t-i and r2, the interchange is specified by the coordinates Cc,, cs; rr, rz). 
ALGORITHM 2. This algorithmA constructs a minimal matrix in S(n, k), 
for n > 4. The result is denoted M, k. 
The first three steps are the same as in Algorithm 1. 
(iv) Perform the interchanges (j, j + k + 1; j, j + k + 11, 1 <:j < d - 
1, on E,,, [or th e co umn 1 shifted form from step (iii)]. 
The condition n > 4 assures that there is enough room to perform the 
interchanges. 
For example, the algorithm transforms the matrix E,,, into 
&,3 = 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
THEOREM 2. Algorithm 2 yields a, minimal matrix in S(n, k), for 
1 Q k < n - 1 and n > 4. That is, ldet M,,,I = kd, where d = gcd(n, k). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 and the multilinearity of the 
determinant. The interchange 
is equivalent to the sum 
(it Y) + (1’ 11). 
As before, let t be the column vector 
v= -l,o ,...) O,l,O )...) 0 1 *. 
k zeros 
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Let u denote the operation of cyclic downward shift of a column vector by 
one position. Writing 
E n,k = [E1,Ez,...,E,], 
then, for k < n/2, 
det A?,,, = det(E, + V, E, + (TV ,..., Ed_l + adp2v, Ed, Ed+l ,..., Ek+l, 
Ek+2 - 5, Ek+3 - (TV,..., Ek+d-fl T 
d-27 E 
k+d+lT”” En). 
(For k = n/2, replace E, by E, and Ei by E,+l for 1 < i < n in the above 
expression to accommodate the column shift.) 
By the multilinearity property of the determinant, this expression can be 
decomposed into the sum of determinants of simpler matrices. In particular, 
it is possible to decompose this expression into the sum of the determinants 
of matrices having exactly one of these properties: (T’- ‘V is in column i or 
-a’-iS is in column i + k + 1, for 1 < i < d - 1:If fewer than d - 1 of 
the vectors + oi- ‘7 are included in the matrix, then its determinant equals 
0, since rank E,,, = n - d + 1. If more than d - 1 vectors of this form are 
included, then the matrix is clearly singular. There are 2d- ’ ways to include 
precisely d - 1 of the vectors + (+ i- ‘7, but only d of the resulting matrices 
actually possess a nonzero determinant. For it is necessary that the n - d + 1 
columns in which a vector + u-% does not appear be linearly independent. 
This is not possible if there are two columns of E,,, lying precisely k 
columns apart which that set does not contain. 
To verify this last claim, consider the column equivalent form of E,,, 
constructed by subtracting adjacent columns starting from the right, that is, 
col, +- col, - col,_i for 2 < i < n, while the first column remains un- 
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Removing two columns a distance k apart leaves a set of vectors having a zero 
in at least one common coordinate, and such a set of vectors cannot span the 
column space of E,, k. There are only d ways to place d - 1 vectors in the 
available 2d - 2 positions so that no pair are a distance k apart. Each of the 
resulting simpler matrices is column equivalent to M,, k and has determinant 
f k, by Theorem 1. Therefore, 
INTERCHANGE DISTANCE 
Ryser has shown that any matrix in S(n, k) may be transformed into any 
other by a series of interchanges [6]. The interchange distance between any 
two matrices in this set is the minimum number of interchanges required to 
transform one into the other. Clearly, a single interchange could increase the 
rank by at most 1. Thus, if A has rank r, it lies a distance greater than or 
equal to n - r from a minimal matrix. If it lies at exactly this distance, we 
shall say that A is combinatorially close to a minimal matrix. By Theorems 1 
and 2, we have shown the following: 
THEOREM 3. The geometric cir&ant, E,, k, lies combinatorially close to 
the set of minimal matrices in both C(n, k) and S(n, k). 
Aside from the original definitions of Ryser, there seem to be very few 
results concerning the interchange-metric properties of combinatorial matri- 
ces. Theorem 3 is an initial result in this direction and suggests several related 
questions, based on the approach of defining two or more interesting 
subclasses and asking for their interchange distance. 
OPEN PROBLEMS 
(1) Partition S(n, k) into sets of matrices having equal determinant. What 
is the interchange distance between these sets? This will require knowledge 
of the distribution of determinants in S(n, k), a fascinating unsolved problem 
in itself. 
(2) A simpler version of the above: partition the circulants in S(n, k) into 
sets of matrices having equal determinant. What is the interchange distance 
between these sets? Finding the distribution of determinants among the 
circulants in S(n, k) is much more tractable than the general case. For 
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modest n and k, this can be determined by brute force, and it is clear that 
there are large gaps. 
(3) What is the maximum distance a stochastic matrix can lie from a 
minimal matrix? Conjecture: a (v, k, A) design will lie at this maximum 
distance. 
APPENDIX 
The following fact was used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be an n x n unitary matrix partitioned as follows: 
with A and D square, but not necessarily the same size, and D nonsingular. 
Then ldet Al = jdet D(. 
Proof By the well-known formula for det R using the Schur comple- 
ment (see [3, p. 22]>, 
det Ln = det( A - BD-‘C) det D, 
which implies that det( A - BD-lC) Z 0. Thus, with 
it follows that A;’ = (A - BD-‘C)-‘, using the partitioned form of the 
inverse [3, p. 181. Therefore, 
detfi=detA;ldetD=det(A*)-‘detD, 
since fl is unitary. Thus 
ldet fil = ldet A-’ det D( = 1, 
implying the result. 
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